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Boston Common goes up in smoke:
Tens of thousands rally for marijuana reform
Jeff Fish
Journal Staff
An estimated 30 thousand 
people crowded the Boston 
Common on Saturday for the 
twentieth annual Boston Free­
dom Rally—colloquially known 
as Hemp Fest— to support the 
reform of marijuana laws in the 
United States and to celebrate 
its decriminalization in Mass.
The Suffolk chapter of 
the National Organization 
for the Reform of Marijua­
na Laws (NORML) was in­
volved in promoting the rally.
"Suffolk NORML is the 
most active campus chapter in 
Boston and is also one of the 
youngest," said Scott Gacek, 
who is on the board of direc­
tors for the Mass. Cannabis 
Reform Coalition (MassCann), 
the Mass, chapter of NORML.
"We were a really big part 
of [the freedom rally]," said 
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NORML. "We worked with 
MassCann all summer and 
went all over the city handing 
out fliers to Northeastern, BU, 
Emerson, and we probably got 
a couple of kids out to B.C."
SUNORML, which was 
formed last year, has about 
one thousand members, 
which, according to Mor­
ris, is bigger than MassCarm.
As bands performed and
speakers riled the crowd, the 
tens of thousands of spectators 
sat on the grass of the Common, 
smoking marijuana, relishing 
in the fact that they could not 
be arrested for doing so, since
marijuana was decriminal­
ized last November. As soon 
as it turned 4:20 pm, a colossal 
cloud of smoke filled the air.
Only three arrests were 
made for distribution of 
marijuana and 136 tick­
ets were issued for posses­
sion by the Boston Police.
"The only bad thing [about 
the rally] were the undercoer 
police officers who were ran­
domly searching people," said 
Morris, "but for the most part 
it went really well. At least ten 
kids came up to me after I spoke 
and asked how they could start 
a NORML chapter and my inbox 
has been flooded with emails."
"Everyone has their cause," 
said Bob Bowser, lead singer of 
the band Keep Me Conscious. 
"Fm glad we can be here and 
play for people that feel so 
strongly about something."
"Boston and Mass, are 
inspirational with decrimi 
sec MARIJUANA page 4
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Shoshana Akins
Journal Staff
The clubs on the fourth and 
fifth floors of Donahue have 
been reshuffled, allowing space 
for some clubs for the first time 
and frustrating groups that al­
ready had established spaces.
This has freed up space in 
the fifth floor area of Student 
Activities, which is now dealing 
with freshman orientation and 
other new student business.
"Everything is located 
near the people it is help­
ing," said fifth floor Student 
Activities work-study stu­
dent Ryan Berry. "It makes 
everything a lot less chaotic."
The other reason Student 
Activities wanted to reorga­
nize was so that more clubs 
on campus could get an office.
"We get our own cubby 
with a computer and a file cabi­
net in one of the bigger rooms 
on the fourth floor," said Alex 
Bairaktaris, president of the 
Hellenistic Association. "We 
share the office with seven oth­
"We use to only have online 
meetings," said Tanya Benja­
min, secretary of the Voices of 
Zion. "It's easier now because 
we have a space for making fli­
ers and organizing paperwork. 
We even have office hours so
“Though it is a tough 
adjustment, it benefits the 
student body overall, which 
is the most important.”
er clubs and their cubbies, but 
we haven't been bothered by 
the sharing of the space yet."
This club and others, like 
the Voices of Zion, have never 
had an office before, making this 
restructuring of Student Activi­
ties space a big change for them.
members from the club can 
meet with us, which is to­
tally different from last year."
One of the student orga­
nizations that is especially ef­
fected by this change is the 
SGA, which use to have one of 
the biggest rooms on the fourth
floor but has now condensed to 
a side office so that other clubs 
can split Student Government 
Association's (SGA) old space.
"Though it is a tough ad­
justment, it benefits the stu­
dent body overall, which is 
the most important," said SGA 
President Brian LeFort. "Some 
of our members don't like the 
new office because we don't 
have a conference table any­
more, but if that is our main 
quarrel, we are in good shape."
But not all clubs are so 
supportive of the move. Some 
of the less prominent clubs, 
like the Video Gamers Asso­
ciation (VGA), feel even more 
anonymous now that they are 
put in a condensed space with
sec OFFICES pzigc 3










Item believed to be drugs found on side­








Units responded to a call involving two room­




Unit takes report of caller stating that a resi­
dent may try to hurt herself. Report filed.
11:45 PM
10 Somerset /
Resident of 10 Somerset Street is highly intoxi­
cated. RA on duty notified and resident re­
fused EMS. Report filed.
Saturday, Sept. 19
CampusLIVE serves as new resource for students
Angela Bray
Journal Contributor
BRIEFS Suffolk students can now access campuslive.com, a new resource for college students. "You can customize every­thing, making the entire site 
your own," said Ryan Dur­
kin, Chief Strategic Officer 
(CSO) of CampusLIVE, Inc.
Founded in 2007 by UMASS 
Amherst college entrepreneurs 
Jared Stenquist, Boris Revsin, 
and Jeff Cassidy, the Cam­
pusLIVE website provides col­
lege students with instant access 
to on and off-campus resources.
The homepage offers ev­
erything from weather to top 
news stories. Toolbars in­
clude e-mail, Google search, 
entertainment, food finder, 
and popular links (Face- 
book, Twitter, Amazon, etc.).
Students may shop for text­
books, rate and review profes­
sors and print class schedules.
Participating e-mail pro­
viders are SU Mail, GMail, 
Yahoo, and AOL Mail.
The news section of 
CampusLIVE highlights
CNN, TMZ, the Wall Street 
Journal, FOX, and ESPN.
School student media sourc­
es The Suffolk Journal and The 
Suffolk Voice are featured as well.
An entertainment section 
posts movie times and TV guides.
The Suffolk University 
toolbar links to the Suffolk 
website. Campus Cruiser, ath­
letics, the library, calendars, lo­
cal dining, and an A-Z index.
The athletics link provides 
updates on recent games and 
awards, as well as insider infor­
mation on all of the men's and 
women's teams. Viewers may 
also search archived headlines.
The "food finder" links 
directly to campusfood.com, 
which currently lists 81 restau­
rants near Suffolk. There are 
options for delivery, brunch, 
"cheap eats," fine dining, late 
night, coupons, and specials. 
The dining source offers cui­
sine choices ranging from 
American to international, and 
online ordering is available.
"Originally, two years 
ago, the left side of the page 
included university links, 
such as maps and athletics," 
said Durkin. In addition, the 
right side listed restaurants.
CampusLIVE began
with UMASS, added ten 
more schools, and not long 
after, included twenty oth­
ers. Having successfully ex­
panded, CampusLIVE now 
lists 61 colleges and univer­
sities, according to Durkin.
The "customize page" 
button gives the option to 
set a themed image for the 
homepage background. Us­
ers may organize popular 
networking and news links, 
and set weather preferences.
The internet resource site 
consists of ten full-time em­
ployees, as well as an intern 
team of fifty students; there 
are sales, development, and 
operation teams. The team 
members are all current and 
former college students, all 
under the age of twenty-three.
"With our technology, our 
idea is for CampusLIVE to be set 
as the homepage for students 
all over New England, or even 
all over America," said Durkin.
According to Durkin, the 
website is advertised by using 
"do not disturb" door hangers 
that boast catchy phrases. The 
site is also promoted through 
campus representatives,
word-of-mouth, and social 
networks such as Facebook.
"Ideas or suggestions? Let 
us know," said Durkin. Cam­
pusLIVE has been featured 
in BusinessWeek, Entrepreneur 
Magazine, WEEI sports radio 
network, the ABC affiliate for 
western Mass. (ABC40), and the 
Mashable social media guide.
Temple St. Fair pictures
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Environmental Club board members 
Andrea Thayer and Matt Aten.
2:15 AM 
10 Somerset
Report of student being followed from 7-El- 
leven on Tremont Street to 10 Somerset Street. 
Report filed.




Report of an unwanted guest at 150 Tremont 
Street. Two guests escorted out. Report filed.
Photo by Ethan Long Photos by Ethan Long
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Race for Boston mayor down to two
Ryan Boyle
Journal Contributor
Mayor Tom Menino's 
bid for an unprecedented 
fifth term as Mayor of Bos­
ton is being challenged 
by both his opponents as 
well as recent controvesies.
Menino, of Hyde Park, 
has served consecutively as 
Boston's Mayor for sixteen 
years and hopes to extend 
that to twenty. His slogan is 
"Moving Boston Forward," 
which he says he will achieve 
through affordable housing 
development, his strong sup­
port for local businesses and 
entrepreneurs, and a renewed 
emphasis on reducing crime.
He also promises to 
spearhead environmental re­
form throughout the city with 
incentives to go green for 
households and businesses.
Menino has recently drawn 
criticism from residents and 
his political opponents. His 
opponents have cast doubt on 
his ability to lead with claims 
of favoritism in regards to 
development projects and 
for a lack of transparency.
Mayor Menino at the Boston Pride Parade.
Menino's top aid, Michael J. 
Kineavy, was recently accused 
of deleting e-mails in viola­
tion of public records law in a 
manner that prevented archival 
copies to be retained on city 
servers. If charged, Kineavy 
could face fines up to $500 and 
up to one year in prison. Me­
nino has called it "an honest 
mistake" by his administration.
The Boston Globe reported 
on two additional incidences, 
where residents with ties to 
Menino received favorable out­
comes on disputed building 
projects. In the first case a house 
was allowed to be built on a lot
that was four 
feet too narrow 
in Dorchester. 
Yvonne Rug- 












case involved a 
West Roxbury 
resident with 
ties to Menino, 
who blocked 
a real estate 
company's con­
struction of a 
two-resident 
to wnhouse, 
which was later ordered to be 
torn down by a city inspector.
Menino defended both 
actions: "I'm the mayor of 
Boston. I try to make this 
work for all our people, not 
just some of our people." 
After yesterday's pri­
Photo by Dan4th/ flickr
maries, mayoral candidates 
Kevin McCrea and Sam Yoon 
have been eliminated, leaving 
city councilor, Michael Fla­
herty as Menino's only oppo­
nent for the general election.
Boston resident and City 
Councilor, Michael Flaherty 
is campaigning on of govern­
ment accountability, efficiency, 
and transparency along with 
his support for green jobs, and 
awareness and support for se­
niors' and womens' issues.
As father of three children, 
Flaherty supports neighbor­
hood schools and a reduction in 
youth violence through public 
safety indicatives such as com­
munity policing and a sum­
mer job program for youths 
aged eighteen to twenty-one.
He also plans for afford­
able healthcare to residents of 
all Boston neighborhoods, in­
creased availability of afford­
able housing, and economic 
support for arts and education­
al development within Bos­
ton's colleges and universities.
Flaherty and Menino 
will face off in the general 
election, which will be held 
on Tuesday, November 3.
Club offices reshuffled
from OFFICES page 1
many other organizations.
"We prefer our old space 
because now no one knows 
we are here and we're basi­
cally hidden," said Fatima Li- 
tim. Secretary of VGA. "It's 
like we're in a dungeon," said 
Eder Vastess, VGA member.
Most -----------g
of Wc prefer our old space
we have to fight other clubs 
to reserve conference rooms."
Now, with more people, 
opinions, activities, goals, and 
outlooks heaped into one space, 
the fourth floor of Donahue is 
set to either be a hub of creativ­
ity and development or a war 
zone of student organizations 
fighting to keep their own space.
A new aspect "of Student 
Activi­
ties
because now no oneclubs are especial-
oT! ^^'ows we are here and 







m e n t 
Manag-
and the new task of reserv­
ing spare conference rooms 
in order to have meetings.
"We have the same office 
as last year, but now we just 
have to share more," said Mea- 
gan Damere, Assistant Edi­
tor of Venture. "But we don't 
have meetings in there any­
more because it is too small."
"I personally feel we should 
have our own office because 
our club is so big," said the 
president of Theta Phi Alpha, 
Mikayla Locke. "A cubby is not 
enough space for us and now
ers (SLIMs), who deal with 
clubs and their activities and 
is now on the fourth floor with 
all the offices it helps," said 
Student Leadership and In­
volvement Manager and Suf­
folk student Patrick Nobrega. 
"It's a lot easier and faster to 
answer questions and now we 
can directly work with clubs."
SGA Vice President Nick 
Dizoglio said, "It is too early 
in the year to tell but with 
more people and more con­
necting, it will be interesting 
to see how this year turns out."
You’ll love banking at our Coop!
(We have FREE stuff!)
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MassCaim board member discusses mairijuana policy
from MARIJUANA page 1
nalization," said Chris Gold­
stein, Director of NORML N.J., 
who is hoping for a medical mar­
ijuana bill to be passed in N. J. 
and Penn. "There's nothing big­
ger or more inspiring than this 
event for marijuana reform."
According to Dr. Lester 
Grinspoon, a speaker at the 
event, a Harvard professor 
of psychology (emeritus) and 
author of Marijuana Uses and 
Marijuana: The Forbidden Medi­
cine; marijuana is "a remark­
ably safe drug. It's a good rec­
reational drug, a great medical 
drug, and a great enhancer 
of personal experiences."
"There has yet to be a con­
clusive study that [marijuana] 
does anything harmful," said 
Gacek, who first went to the 
Boston Freedom Rally in 1994, 
as a senior in high school. When 
home on break from Ithaca Col­
lege in 1996, Gacek was arrest­
ed for marijuana possession. 
"I was arrested for half a joint 
and I lost all my financial aid."
After taking a semester 
off, Gacek returned to college 
at UMASS Dartmouth where 
he worked three jobs for six­
ty hours per week to pay for 
school. "I had a payment plan 
where every Friday I had to 
go to the Bursar's Office and 
pay my bill or I couldn't at­
tend classes the next week."
This prompted Gacek to 
become an advocate for the re­
form of marijuana laws while he 
attended UMASS Dartmouth. 
"I was a victim of this law and 










pills and alcohol are more dan­
gerous than marijuana. "I could 
kill myself from alcohol poi­
soning, but how come I can't 
come home from a long day of 
work as a responsible adult and 
smoke [marijuana]?" Gacek 
said he is advocating "responsi­
ble use for responsible adults."
Gacek addressed a more 
pressing matter to him, the 
legalization of medical mari­
juana, so that people who 
are suffering can get relief
from cannabis. Gacek re­
ferred to two friends he lost 
to cancer as well as someone 
he knew that was given six 
months to live five years ago.
"She had a brain tumor 
and nothing the doctors used 
helped it go down... she had 
stopped smoking marijuana 
for her job, but started smoking 
heavily after she was diagnosed 
with tumor, and her pain went
“...marijuana is a remarkably safe 
drug. It’s a good recreational drug, a 
great medical drug, and a great 
enhancer of personal experiences.”
(4/20). "I'm here for patient's 
rights. [Medical marijuana] 
could possibly save lives and 
it's a miracle drug to most of 
us. We have to fight the le­
gality of it and it's not fair."
Gacek said that one of his 
short term goals is to have the 
Mass, legislature pass House 
bill 2160, The Mass. Medical 
Marijuana Act, which is mod­
eled after legislation already 
implement­







away and the tumor stopped 
growing. She believes that 
weed stopped it from growing."
"The government does not 
have the right to keep [medical 
marijuana] away from us," said 
Ms. New Jersey 2006, Georgine 
DiMaria, who was diagnosed 
with severe asthma at age five.
DiMaria has been an ad­
vocate for the American Lung 
Association and made her 
advocacy for medical mari­
juana public on April 20, 2009
previously, 
and if it fails again, Gacek and 
MassCann plan to get their 
own bill on the 2012 ballot, 
which would be more similar 
to California medical mari­
juana laws that make it easy 
to obtain medical marijuana.
"If [House 2120] doesn't 
pass, we will get enough sig­
natures for our own version of 
the bill and it will pass. We'll 
make [marijuana] de facto le­
galized. The government is 
overlooking one of the most
basic forms of medicine."
Although Gacek is cur­
rently focusing on the legal­
ization of medical marijuana, 
he hopes eventually for "full 
blown legalization that's regu­
lated, taxed, and controlled."
"If you look at Cali­
fornia, the Department of 
Revenue collects millions 
of dollars in income tax 
from cannabis dispensary."
Gacek argued that jobs 
would be created and the gov­
ernment would make money 
from the marijuana taxes, and 
noted that legalizing marijuana 
would also lead to the produc­
tion of hemp, which would 
help suffering farmers thrive 
and be good for the economy 
because of all the materials 
that could be made from hemp.
"[Legalizing mari­
juana] would free up re­
sources from the police de­
partment and drug dealers 
would now be unemployed."
Now that the Freedom 
Rally is over, Gacek and the 
other people involved with 
planning the rally will take a 
month off before planning next 
year's rally, which is sched­
uled for September 18, 2010.
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Letter from the Editor
Someone wise once said that 
"the path of the righteous man is 
beset on all sides by the inequi­
ties of the selfish and the tyran­
ny of evil men." Well, that's true. 
No good deed goes unpunished.
I feel that. But, some­
times, especially in this busi­
ness, you need a tougher skin 
to stay afloat and you need the 
balls to just keep on pushing.
I will be the Editor-in-Chief 
of this newspaper. For the past 
three years. I've toiled away my 
blood, sweat and tears (literally) 
to make this paper the best it can 
possibly be. The Sujfolk Journal 
has a proud history of almost 
80 years of being recognized as 
having some of the best writing 
of the nation's college newspa­
pers, for sticking it to the man, 
and for standing by its convic­
tions, no matter who they upset.
I hope to continue this tra­
dition — just as soon as my 
suspension is over. The rea­
sons for my suspension are 
broad and far-reaching, but 
that isn't important anymore.
What is important is that 
when I walked into the Journal 
office three years ago and saw 
the hard work and the fun that 
went into making this paper, 
I wanted to work my ass off 
to make it everything it could 
be and more. I said to myself, 
"I'm gonna run this bitch. And 
it's gonna be awesome." So... 
as soon as mid-October rolls 
around, I will be running this 
bitch. And it's already awesome.
Until then. Newsroom 
Manager Matt Altieri, Arts Edi­
tor Clay Adamczyk and my­
self make up a team of what 
we've dubbed "Senior Edi­
tors." A Cerberus, if you will, 
of leadership and organization.
This year, with the help of 
not only the other "Senior Edi­
tors," but also the rest of our 
amazing staff, we're hoping to
be better than ever. Our writers 
have doubled in number (we 
hope our readers do too!), our 
new website is about to be up and 
running with webcasts, blogs, 
and more and the paper itself 
has even had a slight makeover.
Anyway, I'm writing this 
because it is customary for 
the incoming Editor-in-Chief 
to write a letter to the readers 
in the first issue of the year. 
And since I'm going to be the 
Editor at some point soon. 
I'm just going to write this 
now to get it out of the way.
I hope that reading the 
Sujfolk Journal is a learning ex­
perience and a fun one and 
that our community only ben­
efits from the honest, unbiased 
and ethical coverage the Jour­
nal delivers to this campus.
I wish you a good year 
and thanks for reading.
Alex Pearlman, (soon to be) 
Editor-in-Chief
The Suffolk Journal
Suffolk University’s Student Newspaper
41 Temple St.
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Advice for Freshmen 
and Transfers from 
the Suffolk Journal!
Another year of higher 
education at Suffolk Univer­
sity brings new classes, new 
faculty, and the most impor­
tant of all: the new students. 
Without them, returning up­
perclassmen would have less 
to amuse themselves with. 
Between classes, one can wit­
ness these newbies crossing the 
street a block before the one 
where Spare Change Guy cur­
rently harasses tourists and res­
idents for some, "Spaaarrreee 
Chhhhaaannggeee?"
After class, you can watch 
the classic freshman girl 
with her friends, the type 
of friends you have the first 
month of school that disap­
pear completely after those 
first few weeks. These groups 
of "friends" walk down Ha­
nover St. in their dresses and 
high heeled shoes, looking 
for the "cool college parties."
Now, everybody loves a 
party, but don't be dumb about 
it. Suffolk has a program that 
could get you not only in trou­
ble with Boston PD, but with the 
school as well. This program is 
called the Ride-Along Program, 
where a Suffolk faculty member 
rides with a BPD patrol officer 
through Beacon Hill and the 
North End, and when you're at 
a party that's out of hand and 
you hear the word "cops!", 
they'll ID you and soon enough 
you'll receive a letter about it 
and you'll have to talk with 
someone at Suffolk about what 
you were doing at that party.
Another thing to know is 
that you shouldn't ever depend 
on the MBTA. Sure, the Green 
Line might have been the first 
subway system in America, 
but remember "first" is the key 
word there. It's old and loves 
to break down on you. Not 
only that, but when you're go­
ing to see your friends at other 
schools like BU or Northeast­
ern, you should remember 
that the train goes very, very
slowly. It literally takes twenty 
minutes to go down Comm. 
Ave. to get to Packard's Cor­
ner. The Red Line, Blue Line, 
and Orange Line are okay, as 
they are pretty dependable.
So without further adieu, 
innocent newcomers, here is a 
quick list of things not do to:
1) Don't try to smoke 
anything in the dorm bath­
rooms. The steam won't make 
it smell any less. Here are a 
few things that have also been 
used to try to cover up the 
smell but failed: Axe, Pop­
corn, Cologne, Febreeze. This 
is the lesson: If you're going to 
smoke, don't do it inside of Suf­
folk property, it will end badly.
2) Be weary of who is 
in your dorm. People party 
in the dorms, sure, but when 
your room has more than 
enough people in it, all yell­
ing, music blasting, bottles 
jingling, the RAs will hear 
that and investigate. When 
an RA comes and people scat­
ter, that's bad news for you.
3) Be respectful on the 
T. You'll stick out like a sore 
thumb when you and your 
friends are going out to a 
club, shooting Facebook pho­
tos and talking loudly about 
other people on the train.
4) Do not walk through 
dark streets alone! Even Ha­
nover after midnight can 
get pretty sketchy. Be safe.
5) Find some friends 
with common intrests. If you're 
a couple weeks in and you are 
wondering why you don't have 
any friends, it's probably be­
cause you haven't tried. Join 
clubs or attend social events.
Just follow this guide and 
you'll have a great time at 
Suffolk!
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Massachusetts' Bad Transit Authority
Jeff Fish
Journal Staff
Everyone that lives or 
works in Boston that does not 
want to go through the hassle 
or can't ajfford to own a car in 
the city relies on the MBTA to 
go safely from point A to point 
B. But with all the problems it 
has faced recently, how could 
anyone remain confident in 
the service or the safety of the 
T? Like everything else, the 
MBTA has suffered because of 
an ailing economy — as well 
as poor management — and 
it is subsequently over $8 bil­
lion in debt. These problems 
have directly translated to a 
decline in service. The fact 
that the commuter rail train 
I take to visit home no Ion- - 
ger reaches Stoughton on time, 
but instead twenty minutes 
late is the least of its problems.
For the past few months, 
the MBTA has been plagued 
with a number of high profile 
catastrophes that began in May 
with the collision of a Green 
Line train with another parked
texting. The incident resulted in 
thirty-nine injuries. Just a few
muter rail trains were on a col­
lision course on the same track.
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weeks ago, a Green Line derail­
ment caused a service shutdown 
between Government Center 
and North Station and caused 
massive delays on the rest of 
the Green Line. Since then, the 
volume of mishaps on the T has 
increased to three in just one 
week. The first occurred Mon-
Fortunately the collision was 
avoided, which can't be said for 
the commuter rail train from 
Worcester that had a slow speed 
collision with the bumper at the 
end of a track at South Station 
the next morning. Last Wednes­
day, electrical fires in both an 
Orange Line tunnel between
Crossing, as well as a Red Line 
tunnel at South Station caused 
evacuations from 
those areas and ut­
ter chaos to ensue.
All of these 
problems with the 
T have resulted in 
the resignation of 
General Manager, 
Daniel Grabaus- 
kas, but not with­
out a hefty sev­
erance package. 
For failing to do 




tion, $44,000 for 
unused vacation 
days, $32,000 for 
unused sick days, 
and $35,000 in deferred and 
other pay - plus full health in­
surance until the term of his 
contract ends on May 15, 2010," 
according to AR This package, 
plus the salary to Grabaus­
kas' successor, will only add 
to the MBTA's debt. This debt 
is a tab that will ultimately be
ers and T commuters when the 
MBTA inevitably hikes up fares.
Lack of proper funding and 
mismanagement of the MBTA 
has led to an abundance of di­
sasters, and every time some­
thing like the aforementioned 
events happens, the MBTA 
must deal with lawsuits, which 
put a further drain on the ser­
vice, which will, in turn, lead 
to more accidents, which will 
lead to even more lawsuits. It's 
a vicious cycle that must be bro­
ken if the MBTA is to survive.
All of these problems also 
put any plans of expanding 
on the back burner, which is 
bad news to the thousands 
of people that would be put 
back to work if the MBTA 
was to start new projects.
Not to mention, more Bos­
ton residents are applying for 
drivers licenses than ever be­
cause people don't want to rely 
on the T. The downward spiral 
of the MBTA seems to be turn­
ing away passengers. It no 
longer appears convenient or 
safe and people are afraid they 
could be on the next train that
train because the conductor was day. Sept. 14, when two com- Chinatown and Downtown picked up by Mass, tax pay- derails, collides, or catches fire.
'Blurb Whores' trick audiences worldwide
Ethan Long
Journal Staff
The summer of 2009 
proved something horribly un­
fortunate that newspapers and 
magazines everywhere are be­
ginning to pick up on: serious 
movie critics are losing their in­
fluence on the success of films 
at the box office. The highest 
grossing movie of the year so 
far - Transformers 2: Revenge of 
the Fallen, made $401 million, 
but received unfavorable re­
views from news sources such 
as the New York Times, The Village 
Voice, The Chicago Tribune, and 
The Boston Globe. Rolling Stone 
even gave it a zero and said 
that it has a shot at being the 
"Worst Movie of the Decade."
So how, when these movie 
critics inform the public about 
how they should not see these 
horrible films, does a movie re­
viewed as badly as Revenge do 
so well at the box office? The 
answer may be in advertis­
ing. Dreamworks launched a 
massive advertising campaign 
for Transformers 2. Ameri­
cans watch these commer­
cials and TV spots, especially 
those in the 13-24 age demo­
graphic who spend their mon­
ey on blockbusters with star 
names attached to them when 
they go out to the movies.
Usually an advertisement 
on television or in the news­
paper will include quotes from 
reviews, but looking at the 
Transformers campaign, there 
seems to be an absence of these. 
This may be due to the obvi-
Allen of "CBS-TV." A quick 
search through the Internet 
brings up articles on Mr. Al­
len, calling him out on being 
a "blurb whore," a phrase to 
describe these unknown movie 
critics whose words are used 
in favor of known critics, be­
cause the known critics haven't 
said anything good about the 
movie being advertised. Mark
few of these "blurb whores" 
saying that the ads the reviews 
quoted failed to disclose the 
fact that studios paid for "some 
or all of their expenses, includ­
ing airfare, meals and hotels." 
Movie studios need to stop us­
ing no-name "reviewers" to sell 
a movie. When you pay for the 
expenses of a press junket, you 
are basically paying the review-
ous fact that most crit- _______________________________________ ^ er for a good review.
ics generally didn't like 
the movie. When mov­
ies panned by critics 
do have ad campaigns 
that include quotes, 
who are these "movie 
critics" they quote?
Mark S. Allen is of 
one those quoted, as I 
seen in 2009 in regards 
to the Terminator fran­
chise. Terminator Sal­
vation received very mixed re­
views. According to Metacritic, 
com, which tallies up reviews, 
the average rating from critics 
was a 52 percent out of 100. Ac­
cording to the back of the DVD 
cover for Terminator Salvation, 
it includes "Heart-pounding 
and no holds-barred action like 
you've never seen before!" This 
quote is attributed to Mark S.
“Movie studios 
need to stop using 
no-name 'reviewers' 
to sell a movie.”
S. Allen is the co-host of a 
morning show in Sacramento 
which is affiliated with CBS.
The advertisement leads 
one to believe he is the film 
critic for a nationally syndi­
cated CBS news show. Accord­
ing to Variety magazine in 2001, 
a group called "Citizens for 
Truth in Movie Advertising" 
filed a complaint calling out a
and that's not what 
film reviews should 
be about. Film re­
views should be about 
what movies the pub­
lic should go out and 
spend their money on, 
not about what some­
one paid you to say.
There are now too 
many critics to choose 
from, especially be­
cause of the Internet, which has 
thousands upon thousands of 
"critics" - whether they have 
experience or they're just a 
blogger sitting at home on their 
computer. In order for film 
critics to regain their impor­
tance in the world of movies, 
the Internet needs some kind of 
organization. Critics with ex­
perience need to band together
to create some kind of website 
that offers well thought out 
opinions on movies, as well as 
show their credentials that they 
are par to review such films.
Roger Ebert, Richard Ro- 
eper, and the late Gene Siskel 
were big names that people 
read because they were fea­
tured on the show "At the Mov­
ies," which would show view­
ers previews of movies coming 
out, and then the critics would 
each review them. When Ebert 
and Roeper quit and the show 
was reformatted into an enter­
tainment news show. Now, "At 
the Movies" has been brought 
back with two new hosts. A.O. 
Scott of the New York Times and 
Michael Phillips of the Chicago 
Tribune may just be the names 
that readers will look for when 
deciding which movies to see.
The public is lost without 
names to look for. They won't 
want to spend their time search­
ing for a good critic, but will 
instead act on what the adver­
tisements say. Without known 
film critics and reviewers, the 
public will start to waste their 
money on movies that are, in 
essence, unentertaining, just 
because no one told them not to.
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The Modern Theatre of yesteryear and the golden age of talkies
Ethan Long
Journal Staff
At the Adams Gallery now 
is an exhibit that not only show­
cases Sujffolk's efforts to turn 
Downtown Crossing's Modern 
Theater into a new facility but 
also provides a look back at 
the history of the building and 
how it brought film industry 
irmovation from Hollywood 
to Boston. The gallery, usually 
used to showcase art exhibits, 
now lets visitors walk into his­
tory, as artifacts recovered from 
the building are complimented 
with modern photographs tak­
en during the rebuilding effort.
The building's history is 
laid out in the exhibit. In 1872, 
a fire left Downtown Crossing 
in ruins and a "massive re­
building" effort was underway. 
In 1876, the building at 323 
Washington Avenue was built. 
This building would house a
furniture warehouse and car­
pet store before becoming the 
Modern Theater in 1914. Ar­
chival images are shown as 
large, crisp prints that illus­
trate each change in the Mod­
ern Theater's front facade.
The Modern Theater start­
ed showing silent films but 
soon brought sound to Boston 
with the Vitaphone and the first 
talkie, "The Jazz Singer" (War­
ner Bros., 1927). The theater 
was also the first in Boston to 
show two movies back to back 
for the same price, also known 
as the "Double Feature."
Soon, the theater became 
restricted due to its old design. 
In 1949, the theater was re­
named "The Mayflower," and 
started showing adult films 
in 1967. A decade later, it was 
changed around again so that 
live shows could be performed. 
Eventually, in 1981 the build­
ing was abandoned, and it
has sat without purpose since.
Old photos show the the­
ater in its prime, with a bright 
marquee advertising the latest 
movies in the middle of a buzz­
ing downtown. A history of the 
theater's owners and key play­
ers are presented along with 
pictures of those people. Pieces 
of the old theater are also on 
display, showing the amount 
of detail put into the decor 
and fagade. Pieces of photos, 
postcards, and even a type­
writer are displayed in a glass 
case towards the back wall.
Suffolk's rebuilding effort 
hopes to eventually complete 
a complex that will become a 
residence hall, art gallery, and 
184-seat theater. Beautiful color 
images are presented showing 
pictures of the theater right as 
construction started. The audi­
torium looks ghostly, as dust 
had collected all over the seats. 
Other images show pieces be­
ing taken out, and new pieces 
being brought in. The gallery 
really gives the impression 
that the history of the building 
is far from over, and that Suf­
folk's efforts are just another 
chapter in the long life of the 
theater. Those interested in his-
p.p
tory of film, Boston, or even 
Suffolk, should definitely head 
on down to the Adams Gal­
lery, in the first floor of the Law 
School, for an in-depth presen­
tation on the building's history.
The Modern Theater ex­
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One wall dedicated to Suffolk's great construction effort
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atre Department once again 
challenged its students and 
alumni to a most difficult 
task; write, direct, rehearse 
and perform a short play in 
only a day for the annual 24- 
hour Play Festival. Only cer­
tain props could be used, in­
cluding a table, two chairs, 
handcuffs and a stale loaf of 
bread, which added to the dif­
ficulty in executing these short 
plays this past Saturday and 
made for an outrageous per­
formance and fun experience 
for both audience and actor.
The first play performed. 
Ten Minutes to Places, was writ­
ten by freshman Bethany Ko- 
lenda and directed by senior 
Laura Liberge, and stared fel­
low students Katherine Akerly, 
and Kimberly Smith. TMP told 
the story of an assistant deal­
ing with a conceited star and 
not being able to stand it any 
■longer. Revenge was eventually 
obtained by handcuffing the 
starlet to a chair and beating 
her with a loaf of bread show­
ing how easily anger and frus­
tration escalates to violence.
The second performance. 
Bear Grylls Saves My Life, was 
written by Brittany Daley and 
directed by senior Matthew L. 
Eisner. Mai'te Paillet and Rachel 
Spilecki, who played two un­
fortunate citizens, unexplain- 
ably wake-up handcuffed to a 
table with a third stranger who 
is eaten. Mostly notably were 
PaiUet and Spilecki's abilit^^
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Claire Van Riper, Adam Santaniello and Ashley Hevey star in "Play Number Three"
play off one another comically .
The final performance. Play 
Number Three, written by Becca 
Havu, a freshman, and directed 
by Linh Tran, alumni class of 
2009, was by far the funniest of 
the performances , and its un­
predictable and fast-paced sto­
ry line^was very engaging. Ash­
ley Hevey, along with Adam 
Santaniello and Claire Van 
Riper, committed to their char­
acters wonderfully as two lost 
friends and one strange woman 
who consults a human foot. 
Without a doubt, this was the 
most unusual of the three plays. 
Th£2^our Pla^ Festival
was entertaining but short. 
Hopefully, in the future, more 
students and alumni get togeth­
er to take part in this wonderful 
festival. Though it seems like a 
tiring and hard task, the out­
come of the experience seems 
to outweigh the consequence of 
being a little too tired. The idea
Do wc live on the web
Ethan Long
Journal Stztff
You checked your Face- 
book today, didn't you? When 
you logged on, whose latest 
pictures did you creep? What 
wall posts did you read? How 
much did you peek into some­
one's life? The real question 
is, are you aware that every­
thing you post on Facebook is 
available online for all of your 
friends to see? The pictures of 
'that party on Hanover ST. you 
■went to last week where that 
guy threw up all over your 
jshoes? Well, if you haven't cus- 
itpmized your settings to pre-.
vent it, your 13-year-old cousin 
in Wisconsin could be looking 
at those pictures of you crying 
in disgust. If Ondi Timoner's 
latest documentary We Live In 
Public proves anything, it's that 
everyone's entire lives, or select 
parts of our lives, will be played 
out through the Internet. It all 
started with an Internet pioneer 
named Josh Harris who, as the 
documentary also proves, may 
be morecrazy than visionary.
We Live in Public introduc­
es Josh Harris, an entrepeneur 
during the Dot Com Craze of 
the early 90's. He's sending his 
d}dng mother a video instead 
of visiting her in the hospital.
Right then, the viewer feels 
that something is off about 
Harris. No matter how much 
trouble you could have with 
your parents, when your moth­
er is on her death bed crying for 
you, you don't ignore her and 
send a video (which we even­
tually learn arrived too late.)
Josh Harris, along with his 
colleagues, innovated the early 
Internet. Harris' main projects 
included social experiments. 
First, he started with Inter­
net chat rooms before moving 
on to Psuedo.com, a website 
dedicated to web casting dif­
ferent shows and program­
ming. The documentary then
behind the annual festival is to 
welcome students and get them 
involved in the Theatre Depart­
ment, which heartedly encour­
ages everyone, regaurdless of 
major, to sign up for their fun- 
filled events to meet new peo­
ple to stretching ones creativity 
and testing their endurance.
^wiTM PUBLIC
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turns to the more extreme ex­
periments that Harris start­
ed investing his money in.
For those who aren't as 
tech savvy as others, some of 
the lingo used in the begin­
ning of the documentary may 
be a bit confusing, but hang in ,
there because as the documen­
tary warms up, the focus turns 
to the psyche of the Americans 
living their life in public. Tim^ 
oner introduces us to Harris' 
"Quiet: We Live in Public" ex
see PUBLIC pg. 11^
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Lost in 'Brown' bomber
Alex Pearl man
Journal Staff
Professor Robert Lang- 
don is in a dead-end hallway, 
deep under the U.S. Capitol 
Building. He's experiencing 
his trademark claustropho­
bia. It's dark and damp. And 
Dan Brown uses simile to de­
scribe the place — by describ­
ing it as being like a dead-end. 
Dan Brown, it isn't like a dark 
dead-end. It is a dark dead-end.
Annoying misunderstand­
ing of simile aside, the lat­
est installment of Professor 
Langdon's adventures. The 
Lost Symbol (Doubleday, 2009), 
takes place shortly after The 
Da Vinci Code ends and is the 
usual fast-paced mystery-ad­
venture novel that Dan Brown 
fans are now accustomed to.
We follow the tweed jack­
et-clad, Mickey Mouse watch- 
wearing, skeptical and sexy 
Harvard symbologist (symbol­
ogy being a fictional branch of 
anthropology, this can't be reit­
erated enough) to Washington 
D.C. where he finds that his 
invitation to give a lecture at
the Capitol was actually a ruse 
manufactured by a madman 
covered head to toe in tattoos 
to get our beloved Professor to 
decode a centuries-old secret 
buried and kept by the enig­
matic Freemasons by leaving 
the severed right hand of Lang­
don's old friend, who happens 
to be a prominent Mason, on 
a pike in the Capitol rotunda.
While The Da Vinci Code 
and Angels and Demons dealt 
with science vs. the Catholic 
Church, The Lost Symbol focus­
es on the connection between 
the Masons, their impact on 
the foundations of America 
and a branch of science called 
noetics - the study of how hu­
mans' thoughts can have an 
effect on the physical world.
Langdon soon gangs up 
with a foxy noetics scientist 
with family ties to the Masons, 
the CIA, and a few high-rank­
ing guys from the Masonic or­
der to decode the symbols on 
a pyramid that will lead them 
to the hiding place of the An­
cient Mysteries, deep secrets 
about the world that the Ma­
sons have covered up, as well
as saving Langdon's old friend 
and the world as we know it.
The story is compelling 
and Brown's research is im­
peccable, winding together 
American history, art. Masonic 
history, and symbols and leg­
ends from most of the world's 
religions including Judaism, 
Christianity, ancient Egyptian, 
Roman, and Greek, Hindu­
ism and Islam, just to name 
a few, as well as in-depth de­
scriptions of what exactly 
noetic science is and how it 
relates to religion and the fu­
ture of mankind. Serious stuff.
Still, the writing, as usual, 
leaves much to be desired. One 
horrific sentence in particular 
that reads "His massive sex or­
gan bore the tattooed symbols 
of his destiny" should be reason 
enough to toss the book aside, 
yet it's impossible to put down.
Helicopter chases, explo­
sions, dark rituals, and the 
mystery of Mal'akh, the tat­
tooed, steroid-pumped, cra­
zy antagonist is more than 
enough to force the reader to 
get through the whole book in 
a single sitting, not to mention
Image courtesy of Doubleday
all the "proof" that the Masons a great work of Dan Brown lit- 
really are behind everything, erature, but it is a fun and grip- 
The Lost Symbol isn't a great ping suspense novel, and sure- 
work of literature. It isn't even ly the movie will be good too.
Blueprints to building solid ryhmes
Matt McQuaid
Journal Staff
HOV's new album proves 
he's Still Got it. No matter how 
much money or fame you have, 
no one is invulnerable to the 
test of time, and as an artist ma­
tures, they tend to fall off. Too 
often, artists continue to churn 
out mediocre album after medi­
ocre album years after they've 
peaked, in a feeble attempt 
to recapture what they once 
had. However, once in awhile 
a maverick comes along that 
never lost in the first place, one 
who continues to produce hits 
long after their rise to the top. 
Jay-Z is most certainly in the 
latter of those two categories, 
and while The Blueprint 3 (At­
lantic , 2009) is a different di­
rection from the Sean Carter we 
came to know when he first de­
buted more than a decade ago, 
it proves that he still has what 
it takes to make a great record.
The Blueprint 3 is an inter­
esting blend of the old and 
new; some tracks sound like 
a throwback to the old Jay-Z 
of the early 90's, whereas oth­
ers sound much more con­
temporary. The song "Thank
You" is more in the vein of assume the role of story teller, slow groove, funky beat and ness. Jay-Z managed to put
the earlier VoL 2...Hard Knock 
Life (Def Jam, 1998) style, with 
the beat being a horn section 
over a steady percussion, as 
is the track "Already Home." 
Jay-Z also has clearly updated 
his style to get with the times, 
the song "What We Talkin' 
About" (produced by Kanye
The song "Venus vs. Mars" 
tells a tale of love gone wrong, 
and "Empire State of Mind" 
is an excellent ballad featur­
ing the unbelievably talented 
Alicia Keys. On "Empire," 
Jay reminisces of the nitty, 
gritty New York City streets 
he came from before climb­
"...next time I'm in church, 
please, no photos."
smooth vocals. Jay-Z is also 
smart to put hip-hop's up-and- 
coming on many of his tracks, 
such as Drake, Rihanna, and 
Young Jeezy. Kanye is there 
too and still cocky as ever, tell­
ing listeners, "next time I'm 
in church, please, no photos."
The Blueprint 3 is an excel­
lent album that reads less like 
an approaching mid-life crisis 
and more like a return to great-
out another excellent album by 
writing strong lyrics, using a 
variety of styles in terms of pro­
duction, and putting on some 
of the most talented people in 
hip-hop today. On the last track 
of the album, "Forever Young," 
Jay-Z speaks of his legacy for 
years to come, of how his name 
will live on far after his death. 
As HOV approaches forty, 
he has truly left an impact.
West) is notably more synth- 
driven and contemporary.
Lyrically, The Blueprint 3 is 
strong. Jay drops some brilliant 
one-liners over the course of 
the album; on the song "A Star 
is Born" he reminisces about 
all the rappers he's seen on 
their way to the top, and cracks 
that "T.I. literally wanted to 
shoot up the charts" and then 
on "Thank you" remarks that 
he "puts eight-balls in corners 
without using pool sticks." Jay- 
Z proves that the one-two lyri­
cal punch line that is missing in 
so much of rap music nowadays 
can still be found with the pros.
HOV also isn't afraid to
ing his way to kingpin status, 
on the way spinning a unique, 
personal portrait of NYC that 
reminds one of the old Big 
Apple that is now just a mem­
ory captured in Scorcese films.
Jay-Z is smart to use an ar­
ray of producers on his album 
to give the piece a great deal of 
variation in terms of the songs. 
Kanye notably produced a 
number of the tracks, but Jay- 
Z also employs the hard-hitting 
sound of producer Swizz Beatz 
on the track "On to the Next 
One," and the technical mas­
tery of Pharrel of the Neptunes 
on "Go Ambitious," where the 
rapper/producer lays down a
JTAY-Z THE BLUEPRINT 3 =
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Wc Live in Public
from PUBLIC pg. 9
periment, in which he plac­
es over 100 different artists in 
a bunker-type environment 
underneath New York City. 
Everything these people do is 
taped and is able to be seen on 
every television placed around 
the human terrarium. We are 
introduced to a few of the 
people who lived the project, 
but none of them become long 
term characters and are soon 
forgotten. Harris also brought 
in an ex-CIA interrogator who 
interrogates some of the art­
ists. The film, compiled from 
what is said to be thousands of 
hours of footage that Timoner 
captured while documenting
this as they
start to break down.
Before long, the FBI cracks 
down on the project and Har­
ris starts his next one. With 
his then-girlfriend, he wires a 
house with motion-sensored 
video cameras that broadcast 
onto the web. Their entire lives 
are shown to whoever stumbles 
upon it on the web. "We Live in
Public" soon becomes a night­
mare as his relationship with 
his girlfriend deteriorates.
The film shows the fu­
ture in the sense that the Inter­
net is connecting thousands of 
people in ways that the aver­
age American hasn't even com­
prehended yet. Information on 
individuals will become eas­
ier and easier to find because 
websites will come along that 
will break down different bar­
riers between us. Harris' ex­
periments were designed to 
see what might happen to the 
human brain once these break­
throughs become mainstream.
The film, which won 
Grand Jury Prize for U.S. 
Documentary at the 2009 Sun­
dance Film Festival, closes 
out with a pseudo warning 
for those who are unaware of 
just how much information 
the average Internet user is 
truly revealing on the Inter­
net. As far as Harris goes? 
The book is still open on him, 
but the last seen of him is on a 
farm, alone, with no direction.
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Delia's Picks Crossword Puzzle:
For when c ass is boring
On-Campus
Living off campus introduces a new list of responsibilities; clean­
ing, bills, laundry and, most importantly, cooking. It is important 
that you know the facts about nutrition and how to cook a healthy 
meal. Thursday Sept. 24, the Off-Campus Housing Office is conduct­
ing a Cooking 101 class at the Boston Center for Adult Education. 
Two sessions will be offered, 5:00pm- 6:30pm & 6:30pm-8:00pm. 
Space is limited, so contact OCHO at ocho@suffolk.edu for a spot.
The expense of gym memberships has got you down, but you 
still want to find ways to exercise? The Interfaith Center & Human 
Resources is hosting a mid-day yoga session on Tuesday, Sept. 29 in 
the Amenities Room at 73 Tremont. It will run from 12:45-1:45pm.
Off-Campus for under $20
The year has begun, which means students are already 
looking for a little relief. Leave the books alone for a night 
and go out to party. 6B Lounge is hosting a Top 40 Night on 
Friday, Sept. 25. Doors open at 10:00 p.m. and there is no 
cover charge. 6B Lounge is located over on Beacon Street.
If you want to venture out of the Beacon Hill area, head on 
over to Redline in Cambridge. Located in Harvard Square, Red- 
line welcomes students and locals who are looking for a great 
time. With a intimate atmosphere, guests can enjoy drinks and 
their state of the art sound system. On Saturday nights, DJ Ink- 
ognito will be hitting the turn tables from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Easy Sudoku
Across
* 1. Cabbagelike plant
* 5. Uniform material
* 10. Sputnik markings
* 14. Iowa college town
* 15. Irish statesman De Valera 
16. Uncommon, to Cassius
* 17. See 71-Across
* 19. Andent artery
* 20. It bruises easily
* 21. Supermodel Sastre
* 22. Fritters away
* 24. Really mess up
* 26. One of the Stooges
* 28. Henley competitors 
"30. Calls forth
" 34. "Countdown" broadcaster 
" 37. Baseball Hall of Famer Yastr- 
zemski
" 39. Ready for drafting 
" 40. Flightless bird
* 41. Salad bits brand
" 42. City SSE of Salt Lake City
1 2 3 B 6 7 8 11 12 13
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^B28 0 31 32 33
34 35 36 Br 38 w40 w JBZ43 J
46 47 ^B48 49
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" 43. Get dirty
* 44. Der _: Adenauer
* 45. "The Old Maid" playwright 
Zoe
"46. Plot 
" 48. Arias, e.g.
" 50. Emcee's task 
" 52. Braves' div.
" 56. Darius I's land 
" 59. Erato or Euterpe 
" 61. My Vietnam 
" 62. Way out 
" 63. See 71-across 
" 66. Sitarist Shankar
* 67. In knots
" 68. Andent king of Israel 
" 69. Apple produd 
" 70. Early computer 
" 71. Clue for 17- and 63-Across 
and 10- and 25-Down
Dovm
" 1. Radio Hall of Fame D.J. Casey
September 23, 2009
" 2. Gilberto's girlfriend 
" 3. Wheels that won't roll?
" 4. Amazing sight?
" 5. More mentally alert 
" 6. Can't stand 
" 7. Gather together 
" 8. Pugilist's stat 
" 9. Bygone schoolroom items 
" 10. See 71-Across 
"11. League of Women Voters 
organizer
" 12. Canadian tribe 
" 13. Scores to shoot for 
" 18. New Hampshire state flower 
" 23. "All Alone Brenda Lee hit 
" 25. See 71-Across 
" 27. Bronze Star recipients 
" 29. Tackle box item 
" 31. Crucifix letters 
" 32. "Grease" extra 
" 33. Wal-Mart wholesale club 
" 34. Richie's mom, to Fonzie 
" 35. _-fly pie 
" 36. Singer Sedaka 
" 38. Routine
" 41. Undiscriminating quality 
" 45. "Manhattan" director 
" 47. Verse starter?
" 49. Built without a contract 
" 51. Saudi's neighbor 
" 53. Not from here 
" 54. Olympic skater Cohen 
"55. Jam
" 56. Persian fairy 
"57. LSAXe.g.
" 58. _ Ridge: 1972 Kentucky 
Derby winner
" 60. Major leader?
" 64. Barnyard layer 
" 65. Drinks in the a.m.
by phil flickinger (www.blundergrads.com)
TO LIFE*. To LOVE'. Two MORE*. Too many.
Two...
HUNPREP ?
i msm mmm'mm W{
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Sports briefs
Men's cross-country takes second-place
The Suffolk University men's cross-country team posted their 
best overall result of the season on Friday at the Daniel Web­
ster College Eagle Invitational, finishing in second place. Fresh­
man John Blazo finished with the best individual time for the 
Rams, completing the race in 31:47, good for fifth place over­
all. The Rams also had another runner in the top ten, as sopho­
more Justin Mark came in ninth place with a time of 33:03. The 
women's team also participated in the race, but didn't place be­
cause not enough racers finished. Freshman Emily Farr had the 
best individual time for the Lady Rams, finishing the 3.1 ki­
lometer race in 26:00. Both the men's and women's teams will 
be in action again at the Rivier College Invitational on Friday.
Rams cam seven GNAC weekly honors
Suffolk had seven athletes named to the GNAC's Weekly Flon- 
br Roll last week. The women's soccer team was represented by 
jimior Emily Joyce and sophomore Leslie Hayden. Not to be out­
done, the men's soccer team had two players selected as well: fresh­
man Ben Rollins and sophomore Danny Lloyd. For the runners, 
freshman John Blazo was selected from the men's team, and fresh­
man Emily Farr was chosen from the women's squad. Senior Kelsey 
Armstrong-Hahn was selected from the women's volleyball team.
Burress sentenced to two years in prison
; According to ESPN.com, former New York Giants wide re­
ceived Plaxico Burress was sentenced to two years in prison yes­
terday for attempted weapons possession in the second degree, 
almost a year after he accidentally shot himself in the leg with 
his own gun at a New York City nightclub. Burress, best remem­
bered around New England for catching the game-winning touch­
down in the Giants' Super Bowl XLII win over the Patriots, will 
get credit for time served, and is expected to spend 20 months in 
prison, followed by two years of probation. He has been suspend­
ed by NFL Commissioner Roger Good ell, and will not be allowed 
to sign with any team until he completes his prison sentence.
Brady, Bundchen facing $1 million lawsuit
■ As if Tom Brady didn't have enough on his plate already with 
k less-than-stellar start to the 2009 season, Reuters is reporting that 
*the Patriots quarterback and his supermodel wife, Gisele Bundchen, 
jare being sued over an alleged incident at a post-wedding party. Ac­
cording to Reuters, Agence France Presse and two photographers 
pre seeking $1 million in damages, alleging that the couple's body­
guards shot at the photographers' vehicle after they refused to turn 
over photos to the bodyguards that they had snapped of the party. 
No comment has been released from either Brady or Bundchen.
A green seat in the United States Senate?
Celtics' co-owner Steve Pagliuca has decided to throw his hat 
nto the ring and run for the Massachusetts senate seat vacated by 
the death of Ted Kennedy. According to FoxSports.com, Pagliuca 
feels that he has a strong background in business that would help 
with the economic problems facing the nation, and also considers 
limself a valuable asset in the ongoing debate over health care. Pa­
gliuca is running as a Democrat, despite his having supported Re­
publican candidates in the past. Pagliuca is the managing director 
pf Bain Capital, the former firm of Mitt Romney, whom Pagliuca 
supported in his unsuccessful 1994 run against Kennedy. Others 
seeking the senate seat include Democrats Marth Coakley and 
Michael Capuano, and Republicans Scott Brown and Bob Burr.
RAM REPORT
Women's soccer
Sept. 26 @ St. Joseph (CT), 2 p.m.
Sept. 29 @ Johnson & Wales, 3:30 p.m
Men's soccer
Sept. 23 @ Daniel Webster College, 3:30 p.m. 
Sept. 26 vs. St. Joseph's (ME), 2 p.m.
Sept. 29 @ Tufts University, 7 p.m.
Women's tennis
Sept.23 vs. Emerson College, time TBA 
Sept. 27 @ Albertus Magnus College, 1 p.m.
Women's volleyball
Sept. 24 vs. Eastern Nazerene College, 7 p.m. 
Sept. 26 vs. Pine Manor College, 12 p.m.'''
Sept. 26 @ Mount Ida Collge, 2 p.m.*
Sept. 28 vs. Lesley University, 7 p.m.
*at Mount Ida College, part of GNAC Tri-Match
Cross-country
Sept. 25 @ Rivier College Invitational
GNAC standings
Men's soccer Women's soccer Women's tennis
1. St. Joseph's (ME) 2-0




6. Albertus Magnus 1-1





2. St. Joseph's (ME) 3-0-1
3. Simmons 3-0-1
4. Lasell 1-0-1
5. Albertus Magnus 2-1
6. Emmanuel 2-1-1
7. Johnson & Wales 1-1
8. Rivier 1-1
9. Norwich 1-2
10. St. Joseph's (CT) 1-2
11. Pine Manor 0-3





4. Mount Ida 1-1
5. Emerson 0-0
6. Johnson & Wales 0-0
7. St. Joseph (CT) 0-1
8. Albertus Magnus 0-1
9. Pine Manor 0-2
*All standings cur­
rent as of September 22
The Offices of the President and Student Affairs invite you to
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2009
Time: 1:00-2:30 p.m.
Where: President’s Office
73 Tremont Street, 13^^ floor
President David Sargent invites you to meet with him to 
ask questions, express concerns, suggest ideas, and 
tell him how you feel about Suffolk.
Please take advantage of this opportunity to meet and 






Full Fitness and 
Weisht Less Center 
17 School Si 
(Downtown Crossing)
Wt are next to Boloco and across 
the street from 
Borders Boohs
$29.99 / month
Monthly memberships for 
Suffolk University Students
Ufecyclest freadmillst Sia(miasierst Cross iralners^ 
Elliptical & Rowing Machines 
BodyNaster Machines and Free Weights 
Extensive Fitness Classes Including: Zumha Joga, Pilates^ 
Cardie Sculpting, Tae Box and Spinning!
Personal training 
Weight Loss Programs 
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Men's soccer looking for respect
Alex Mellion
Journal Contributor
While multiple Suffolk 
sports teams have experienced 
early success this fall, no group 
has taken more people by sur­
prise than the men's soccer 
team. After struggling through 
a relatively slow 1-3 stretch to 
start last season, the Rams have 
posted a 3-0-2 mark to kick off 
this campaign. The team has 
used a high-powered offense to 
outscore their opponents 17-5 
through the first five games.
In their most recent match 
Saturday (9/19), the Rams 
played to their second straight 
1-1 tie, this time against a strong 
Norwich team. The Cadets are 
the defending Great Northeast 
Athletic Conference champions, 
and were chosen in the pre-sea- 
son poll to repeat again this year.
So what makes this year's
edition of the Rams so much 
better than last year's team? 
Senior Arman Palian cites "at­
titude" as the prime reason for 
the 360-degree turnaround.
"We want to win, and feel 
as though we have a 
team to do it with," 
said Palian. "This year 
our practices are better 
and we are far ahead 
of where we were 
last year as a team."
The team has 
gotten key contribu­
tions from a num­
ber of players, from 
freshmen to seniors. 
Sophomore Danny 
Lloyd leads the team in goals 
(5) and points (12), and has 
scored at least one goal in four 
of the first five games played. 
On the defensive end, junior 
goalkeeper Jack Dejesus has 
done his part, sporting a stingy
1.01 Goals Against Average.
Perhaps the biggest star of 
the young season, though, has 
been freshman phenomenon 
Ben Rollins, who has four goals, 
two of which have been game-
"Wc want to win, and 
fell as though we have a 
team to do it with. This 
year our practices are 
better and we are far 
aihead of where we were 
last year as a team."
winners. During the team's sec­
ond game of the season game 
against UMass Boston, Rollins 
scored two goals in the final fif­
teen minutes to lead the Rams to 
a win, showing that his lack of 
collegiate soccer experience had
little impact on his level of play.
"Rollins has been a huge 
spark for us offensively," re­
marked Palian. "He has done 
nothing but good things all 
season for us in practice and 
in the games."
But can the 
Rams continue their 
hot play for the du­
ration of the season? 
The team seems to 
have gotten past 
their roughest 
stretch of games rel­
atively unscathed, 
tying both Norwich 
and Lasell, (the 
champions and run­
ners up in the GNAC last year).
Key games coming up in­
clude home games against St. Jo­
seph's (ME) and Mount Ida, and 
those games will likely go a long 
way in determining who the 
cream of the GNAC crop is. The
team is currently in fifth place in 
the conference (0-0-2), while St. 
Joseph's and Mount Ida occupy 
the top two spots with identical 
2-0 records in conference play.
"In the pre-season poll, we 
were voted seventh out of ten 
teams by the other coaches," 
Palian said. "After hearing this, 
we were very surprised. The 
team knows we are much better 
than seventh, and we are look­
ing to prove it out on the field 
and gain respect from the rest 
of the teams in the conference."
If the team can keep up 
their current level of play for 
the rest of the season, it's safe 
to say that the seven other 
teams in the GNAC will be 
forced to respect the Rams 
sooner rather than later.
The Rams' next game is an 
away game today against Dan­
iel Webster College at 3:30 p.m.
Thumbs up: B's Phil Kessel had to go
Dan Ryan
Journal Staff
After a disappointing end 
to the 2008-2009 season. Bruins 
fans entered the offseason with 
two main questions that needed 
to be answered: would David 
Krejci and Phil Kessel be back?
The two young wingers 
were restricted free agents and 
both were coming off of out­
standing seasons. Krejci, who 
played in all 82 of the team's 
regular season games, finished 
the season with 73 points (22 
goals, 51 assists). Kessel, de­
spite battling a shoulder injury 
and a bout of mononucleosis, 
led the Bruins with 36 goals in 
the regular season and add­
ed six more in the playoffs.
For most Bruins fans, the 
answer was clear: someone was 
going to have to go. In the sal­
ary cap era, teams are often 
broken up before their prime, 
and the Bruins are no exception. 
The team was already up close 
to the cap as last season ended, 
and along with Krejci and Kes­
sel, defenseman Matt Hunwick 
and forward Byron Bitz were 
restricted free agents. It was ob­
vious that players would have 
to be moved in order for the B's 
to bring back all of their RFA's.
However, as the summer 
progressed, no trades were 
made. Then, on June 3, the B's 
announced that they had re­
signed Krejci to a three-year, 
$11.25 million deal. A month 
later, it was announced that 
Bitz would be returning with a 
multi-year deal. The same day, 
in a bit of a surprise move, the 
B's re-signed veteran forward 
Mark Recchi to a one-year 
deal. Finally, on July 20, Matt 
Hunwick signed a multi-year 
deal. And then there was one.
By the end of July, it ap­
peared that Kessel's tenure in 
Boston was rapidly coming 
to a close. Despite GM Pe­
ter Chiarelli's insisting that he 
would do "whatever it takes" 
to bring the speedy sniper 
back to the Hub, there seemed 
to be little negotiating be­
tween the Bruins and Kessel.
Toronto Maple Leafs GM 
Brian Burke emerged as the lead­
ing suitor to land Kessel, with 
rumors persisting that he was 
set to offer the disgruntled Bruin 
an offer sheet for upwards of $5 
million a year. With virtually no 
cap space left, the Bruins would 
not have been able to match.
When the Bruins signed 
defenseman Derek Morris after 
trading Aaron Ward back to the 
Carolina Hurricanes, it was the 
final nail in the coffin for Kes­
sel. While some cap space was 
made available with the Ward 
trade, Chiarelli chose to bring in 
Morris rather than sign Kessel, a 
clear sign that Kessel had played 
his last game in Black and Gold.
Finally, just last week, the 
Kessel saga finally came to a 
close: the B's traded #81 to the 
Leafs in exchange for three 
draft picks. Burke got his man, 
and, if reports that came out 
after the trade are to be be­
lieved, Kessel got his wish as 
well: he got out of Boston and 
got the money he wanted.
While many Bruins fans 
have been critical of Chiarelli's
decision to trade his team's 
leading goal scorer, the opin­
ion here is that Chiarelli had 
no other choice. It seems as 
though, behind closed doors, 
Kessel had made it more than 
clear that he had no desire to 
return to Boston. Reports sug­
gested that Kessel often clashed 
with head coach Claude Julien, 
a coach who stresses defense 
first and won't accept any­
thing less than a well-rounded 
game on both ends of the ice.
There is no doubting Kes­
sel's offensive talents, but some 
questioned his ability to play 
defense and his commitment 
to improving his defensive 
game. On a Bruins team that 
didn't have room for anyone 
who wasn't willing to commit 
in all three zones, Kessel was a 
bit of an outcast. That's not to 
say that he didn't have friends 
in the locker room, rather that 
of all of the players on the B's 
roster last year, Kessel seemed 
to be the only one vocally dis­
pleased with Julien's system.
It's hard to argue that Kes­
sel had a legitimate beef: under 
Julien's "defense first" system, 
the team finished in first place 
in the Eastern Conference, and 
won its first playoff series of 
the 21st century. Also, defense- 
man Zdeno Chara won the Nor­
ris trophy as the league's best 
blueliner, Tim Thomas won the 
Vezina trophy as the best goal­
ie, and Julien, the taskmaster 
whose methods disagreed with 
Kessel, won the Jack Adams 
award as the league's best coach.
So who was right?
While it's true that the Bru­
ins will miss Kessel's firepower 
coming down the wing, they 
may have a more cohesive unit 
at this point. Players like Bitz, 
Steve Begin and Vladimir So- 
botka will be more than will­
ing to play hard on both ends 
of the ice, and with the return 
of Marco Sturm and an ever-
improving Patrice Bergeron, the 
B's may not miss Kessel's goals 
as much as one would think.
In the end, all of Chiarelli's 
posturing and statements of 
faith in re-signing Kessel were 
probably little more than at­
tempts at not tipping his hand 
and decreasing the winger's 
value on the trade market. The 
reality of the salary cap world is 
that a team can't keep everyone, 
and difficult decisions must be 
made. The Bruins and Chiarelli 
decided that they'd rather have 
a cohesive team than a player 
who isn't really interested in 
playing, to steal a Tedy Brus- 
chi phrase, "full tilt, full time."
Will the Bruins benefit from 
the trade? It's hard to know right 
now, as the draft picks have 
yet to be determined. But did 
they make the right decision? 
Absolutely. The team chose to 
spend money on players that 
bought into Julien's system 
(Bitz, Krejci, Hunwick, Recchi, 
etc.) rather than spend a boat­
load on someone who didn't 
want to be in Boston any longer.
Good luck in Toronto, Phil. 
If you thought Boston media 
members were tough, wait until 
you experience the mania that 
is hockey in the Great White 
North. There won't be any­
where to hide come December, 
when the Leafs are struggling 
to win and you aren't earn­
ing that $5 million pay check.
SPORTS
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Lady Rams ready to return to the top
Andrew Macdougall
Journal Contributor
After a second-place fin­
ish in the Great Northeast 
Athletic Conference last 
year, the Lady Rams of Suf­
folk's women's tennis team 
are looking to return to their 
2007 form, a year that saw 
the team complete an unde­
feated season that culminated 
in a conference champion­
ship. With the return of Steve 
Coimihan to his formerly- 
held head coach position, and 
with last year's head coach, 
Isaac Stahl, serving as his as­
sistant, the team is poised to 
make their presence felt in the 
always-competitive GNAC.
"This year already has 
a very special chemistry 
developing," said Stahl. 
"The attitude is incredible. 
This is the most dynamic 
group of students that I 
have coached. There's a lot 
of personality on this team, 
and now we are starting 
to really form an identity."
The Rams began their 
season September 3rd with a
6-1 victory over Regis College, 
and followed that performance 
up with a 6-0 win against Pine 
Manor. They are currently 1-0 in 
conference play and 2-1 overall.
The team is very young, 
with only four upperclass­
men, including 2007 Rookie of 
the Year Alex Hernandez, 
and 2008 GNAC MVP 
Kaitlynn Cates. Cates has 
been unable to play so far 
this season, and her lead­
ership has been missed.
With an abundance of 
underclassmen (including 
2008 Rookie of the Year 
Lauren Cameron), two 
players joining the team 
from Suffolk's Madrid 
campus, and a late roster 
addition from Venezuela 
in Ceila Contreras, the players 
and coaches know they'll need 
to rely on the squad's more 
experienced players to guide 
them throughout the season.
"We need more match ex­
perience," said Stahl about 
the youth within the team. 
"As a team, we are pretty raw, 
and the more matches we are 
in the more mature the play­
ers will get on the court. It 
is a long season, so we have 
the season to work it out."
The veterans on the team 
know that the their work is 
cut out for them. After finish­
ing last season with a 9-2 mark, 
including an eight-game win­
"This ycai* already 
has a very special 
chemistry 
developing...this 
is the most dynamic 
group of students 
that I have coached"
ask for is a team that is will­
ing to work hard and wants to 
win," said Stahl. "They have 
that, and it is the essential ele­
ment to our team's success."
Junior Alex Hemandez- 
Vallant is playing the one spot 
after a stellar 2008 campaign 
where she went 9-1 on the
ning streak to end the season, 
the squad suffered a tough 
loss in the semifinals of the 
2008 GNAC tournament. They 
know that teams like Sim­
mons, who handed the Lady 
Rams their only conference 
loss last season, and Johnson & 
Wales will provide the tough­
est challenge for them this year.
"As a Coach, all you can
season. When Cates is able 
to return, she will bring 
with her a 10-1 season (7-0 
GNAC) from last year, and 
has a stellar 23-1 record 
over the past two seasons. 
Together, Hernandez and 
Cates were also 9-0 in dou­
bles competition last year.
Cameron is playing 
the two spot, and was an 
unprecedented 11-0 in her 
freshman campaign last 
season. In the three spot is soph­
omore Rebecca Copeland, who 
Stahl said, "has made a huge leap 
in her game." After playing in 
the five and six spot last season, 
she is expected to be a big part 
of the team's success this year.
One of the biggest mo­
rale boosters for this team may 
just be the return of coach 
Steve Counihan. After spend­
ing a year away, coach Coimi­
han returned to Suffolk at 
the beginning of this sum­
mer. In 2007, he led the men's 
and women's Tennis teams as 
Head Coach. He led the 2007 
women's team to a GNAC title, 
and hopes to lead the men's 
team to a repeat of their 2009 
GNAC title next spring as well.
"The dynamic between 
Steve and I has really created 
a competent coaching staff," 
commented Stahl. "[With] his 
wealth of tennis experience 
and technical knowledge, he 
is able to instruct players in a 
way I couldn't imagine, just 
the subtlety of his coaching."
As for expectations for the 
upcoming season. Coach Stahl 
believes that the sky is the limit.
"I see us continuing to 
improve and have a strong 
showing in the GNAC tourna­
ment," stated Stahl. "I don't 
put it past this team to win a 
championship. Undefeated 
will be tough, because we have 
good competition in our divi­
sion. Nonetheless, the team 
has a lot of heart and we could 
do great things this season."
Volleyball team looking for consistency
Andy Deossa
Journal Contributor
After finishing last year 
with a record of 6-23, the Suf­
folk women's volleyball team 
is ready for a fresh start under 
a new coach. Heather Cox, a 
Suffolk alumnus who was a 
four-year starter for the vol­
leyball team during her college 
career, was named the team's 
new head coach back in May.
Cox's team began the 2009 
season on the right track with 
a 3-0 win over Becker College, 
and followed that performance 
with another 3-0 win two days 
later against Mass. Maritime. 
However, despite the promis­
ing start, the team went on to 
lose their next three games be­
fore stopping their skid with a 
win against St. Joseph's (CT).
However, the Lady Rams 
were unable to continue their 
winning ways, as they fell to 
Roger Williams last night by a 
score of 3-0. The loss, which oc­
curred on Suffolk Spirit Night, 
dropped their record on the sea­
son down to 3-4.
Despite the 
recent uneven 
play, the team is 
playing well pro­
ducing a good 
amount of kills in 






are helping the 
team in producing 
kills. Head coach 
Cox is looking for 
Armstrong-Hahn 
and junior Julie 
Sullivan to lead 
the young team 
throughout the 
season by exhibit-
ingieadership and startino off the $60500 with two straight wins, the Suffolk women's volleybo
keeping the team . i f l • l '
focused. Cox has teom Hos strugg ed os ot late to p ay consistently.
been pleased with
the play of sophomore Tanya Currently, the Lady 1-0 at neutral sites. Their 1-1 game is at home against
Fortes and junior Kelly Loder, Rams are 1-1 at home in the GNAC record puts them in Eastern Nazerene Col-
saying, "Fortes and Loder are friendly confines of the Re- eighth place in the conference, lege on Thursday at 7 p.m.
our big blockers in the front." gan Gym, 1-2 on the road and The Lady Rams' next
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